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RATIONAL INNER FUNCTIONS ON

BOUNDED SYMMETRIC DOMAINS

BY

ADAM KORÁNYI AND STEPHEN VAGI

Abstract. It is shown that the rational inner functions on any bounded

symmetric domain are given by a generalized version of a formula found by

Rudin and Stout in the case of the polydisc. In particular, it is shown that

all rational inner functions are constant on symmetric domains which have

no irreducible factor of tube type.

1. Introduction. The rational inner functions on the unit polydisc U" of C

are the functions of the form

F(z) = M(z)Q*(r(z))/Q(z) (1.1)

where M is a monomial, r(zx, . . . , z„) = (zxx, . . . , z~x), Q is a polynomial

such that Q(z) ^= 0 for z E U", and <2* is obtained from Q by conjugating

coefficients. For n = 1 this is a familiar elementary fact (the right-hand side

of (1.1) is easily seen to be a finite Blaschke product). For n > 1 the result is

much more subtle, and is due to Rudin and Stout [15]. Rudin in [14] also

proved that an inner function which is continuous on the closure U" of U"

must be a rational function with Q (z) =£ 0 for z E U". On the other hand, it

is well known that an inner function on the unit ball B" of C which is

continuous on B" reduces to a constant, and it is also known that the same

holds for rational inner functions.

The polydisc is the simplest bounded symmetric domain which is of tube

type, while the ball is the simplest such domain which has no irreducible

factor of tube type (see §2 for definitions). In this paper we extend these

results to all bounded symmetric domains. In Theorem 3.3 we prove that on

the domains of tube type the rational inner functions, mutatis mutandis, are of

the form (1.1), and that they reduce to constants on those domains which

have no irreducible factors of tube type. The case of domains which have

irreducible factors of both types can be reduced to the above two cases. In

Proposition 3.4 we show that inner functions on a bounded symmetric

domain D which are restrictions to D of (a) continuous functions on D, or (b)

meromorphic functions defined on domains containing D, are rational. The

basic results on bounded symmetric domains on which the proofs of the
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above statements hinge are Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 in which, roughly, we

construct the analogues of M and r in (1.1) for arbitrary domains of tube

type. Once this is accomplished, we determine the polynomial inner functions

in Lemma 2.5 by using results of Bochner [3]. Then the methods of Rudin

and Stout with suitable modifications yield Theorem 3.3 and Proposition 3.4.

We thank Professor E. L. Stout for bringing reference [18] to our attention.

Work on this paper was partially supported by grants from the N.S.F.,

MCS76-06960 and MCS77-03613.

2. Preparatory lemmas. In this section we have to rely substantially on

results of [10] whose notation we shall follow quite closely. We begin by

summarizing some general facts and definitions about the domains and the

results needed from [10] for domains of tube type. Let D be a bounded

symmetric domain in C" given in the Harish-Chandra realization [7, Chapter

VIII], D contains the origin 0 of C. Let G° be the connected group of

holomorphic automorphisms of D, K the isotropy group of 0 in G°. The

group K is connected and is a maximal compact subgroup of G° and acts on

C by complex linear transformations, so does its complexification Kc. Let

S be the Bergman-Silov boundary of D; S is a compact real analytic

submanifold of C to which the action of G° extends, and K acts transitively

on S. The center of K contains a one-dimensional closed subgroup which acts

on C via multiplication by complex numbers of modulus one, hence, D and

S are circular sets. The domain always has a realization as a generalized

half-plane, and D is said to be of tube type if its half-plane realization is a

tube domain over a homogeneous selfadjoint cone. This is the case if and

only if dimR S = diim- D. The cartesian product of two bounded symmetric

domains is also bounded symmetric, and its Silov boundary is the product of

the Silov boundaries of the factors. Every such domain D is uniquely the

product of irreducible factors D,\ it is of tube type if and only if each Dj is.

The group G° is the direct product of simple Lie groups Gf which corre-

spond to the Dfs. Similarly, K is the direct product of groups K} which have

one-dimensional center. In this section we deal only with domains of tube type,

therefore, the subspaces f2, I2, q2, and p2 of gc (the complexification of the Lie

algebra g° of G°) as defined in [10], are zero, and we shall omit without

danger of confusion all subscripts 1 from f,, I,, q„ and p,. The decomposition

g° = f + z'p is a Cartan decomposition of g°. The complexification of p splits

as p+ + p~, the respective spans of the positive and negative root spaces of

the Cartan subalgebra hc of gc, where h c f is a Cartan subalgebra of g°. The

set of Harish-Chandra's strongly orthogonal hc roots is denoted by A; to each

a E A there corresponds a three-dimensional simple Lie algebra spanned by

Ea, E_a, Ha with E±a E p±, Ha E ib, and

[Ha, E±a] = ±2E±a,       [£a, £_„] = Ha. (2.1)
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Set o" = 2a6EA R£-a» then D is realized as a bounded domain in p~ (this is

the Harish-Chandra realization). The groups K and Kc act on p~ by the

adjoint representation and

D = Ad(K)(D na-) = Ad(A-)( 2 £,£_„:£, e R, |t|< A-

The Bergman-Silov boundary S is the orbit of i£_4=i2a£4£_a (and,

hence, also of E_A) under /Í; it is a compact symmetric space whose isotropy

group at iE_A is L. The corresponding Cartan decomposition is f = I + q,

and b~ = 2aeA RiHa c q is a Cartan subalgebra of this symmetric space.

The noncompact dual symmetric space of S is K*/L° (L° is the identity

component of L) and arises as the orbit ñ of £_A under K* = exp f* =

exp(I + ici), and is contained in the real form n~ of p~. The orbit B is a

convex regular cone which is selfadjoint relative to the inner product < , >„.

The half-plane realization Dc of D is the tube domain n~ + j'fl in p".

Lemma 2.1. The map \¡/: qc-+p~ defined by \p(X) = [E_à, X]/2 is an

Ad(L°)-equivariant complex vector space isomorphism such that ¡p(id) = n~,

and 4>(Ha) = E_a (a E A).

Proof. The map x¡/ is clearly complex linear, and \p(Ha) = E_a by the

strong orthogonality of A and by (2.1). Hence, \p carries ib~ onto a~ which is

contained in n~ [10, Proposition 6.2]. Since Ad(L°) fixes E_A, \p is Ad(L°)-

equivariant. Since ib~ is a Cartan subalgebra of the symmetric space K*/L°,

and since Ad(L°) preserves n~, it follows that \p(ia¡) C n~. To see that \¡/ is

injective let X = Ad(/)2„eA caHa with I E L°, ca E C be an element of qc

such that t(X) = 0. Then »K2aeA caHa) = 2osA caE_a = 0 because Ad(/)

is nonsingular and, hence, ca = 0, a E A. By Lemma 4.7 of [10] iq and n_

have the same dimension, hence, \p maps /q onto n_. Now /q and n~ are

respectively real forms of qc and p~, hence, \¡/ maps qc isomorphically onto

P".

Lemma 2.2. Let D be irreducible. Then the Weyl group of the pair (f*, j'q)

operates on ib~ by all permutations of the Ha's (a E A).

Proof. It is known [12] that those restricted ib~ roots X of gc for which

qx £ fc are exactly those of the form (a — ß)/2 with a, ß E A. These are the

roots of the symmetric space K*/L°. (They span only a subspace of codi-

mension one in ib~, because i* is only reductive, not semisimple: f* = [f*, f*]

+ RZ° [10, p. 282].) This set of roots is a simple system of roots and so it

determines the Killing form of f* up to a multiplicative constant. It follows

that on ib ~ the Killing form of f* is a multiple of the Killing form of gc and,

therefore, the Weyl group reflections can be calculated by using the Killing

form of gc. It is known that for this form the //0's (a E A) are orthogonal and
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have the same length. It follows by computation that the reflection in

(a — ß)/2 carries Ha to HR.

Remark. The system {(a - /3)/2}a/3eA is of type A. This shows that a

homogeneous self adjoint cone has its restricted root system of type A. The

converse is also true by the classification of symmetric spaces. This fact was

previously proved by O. Loos [11, Vol. 11, p. 171] by using Jordan algebras.

Lemma 2.3. Let D be a bounded symmetric domain of tube type. Then there

exists a unique L°-invariant polynomial N on p~ whose restriction to a~ is

given by N(2a)£A£aE_a) = IIa6A£,- N 's homogeneous, real on n~ and of

absolute value one on S. Moreover, if D is irreducible, then so is TV. If the

irreducible factors of D are Dp j = 1,2, ... ,p, and Nj is the polynomial

defined above corresponding to Dj, then TV = TV, <8> TV2 ® • • • ® Np.

Proof. Consider on ib~ the polynomial function 2aeA HaHah*Jla(EA £,.

This polynomial by Lemma 2.2 is invariant under the Weyl group of K*/L°.

Therefore, by a theorem of Chevalley [7, p. 430] it extends uniquely to an L°

invariant polynomial TVq on qc. (Actually, in [7] the theorem is only proved

for semisimple K*, but it is easy to verify that it remains true for reductive

groups which are the direct product of groups with one-dimensional center.)

Set TV = TVq ° \f/~l, then by Lemma 2.1, TV is an Ad(L°)-invariant polynomial

on p~ which is equal to ITa6A £, on a-. This polynomial is unique because if

TV' is another such polynomial, then TV' ° \p on ib~ coincides with TVq and

hence is equal to TVq by the uniqueness assertion of Chevalley's theorem. On

n~, TV is real because it is real on a~ and n~ = Ad(L°)a~, and because

Ad(L°) acts on n~ by real linear transformations [10, Proposition 6.2]. Since

on

(a-)cns=( 2 *,£-«: tec, |t|= l)

TV is of absolute value one, it is also of absolute value one on all of

S = Ad(L°)((Q~)c n S) by Ad(L°)-invariance. Now suppose that D is

irreducible. Let TV = P™1 • • • Pp be a factorization of TV into irreducible

factors. Since TV ° Ad(/) = TV for / £ L°, we have P} ° Ad(/) = c}(l)Py for

some / with Cj(l) E C. Continuous dependence on / gives Py ° Ad(l) =

Cj(l)Pj, and it follows immediately that /i-»c.(/) is a one-dimensional repre-

sentation of L°. Now let Kf be K* modulo its center (which is the group of

dilations of the irreducible factors of ß). By the remark following Lemma 2.2,

Kf/L° is a product of symmetric spaces with restricted root system of type A,

such spaces are never Hermitian symmetric [12], and hence L° is semisimple

and, therefore, c,(/) = 1 for all j = 1,2, ... ,p. It follows that each P} is

Ad(L°)-invariant  and,  therefore,  there  is  a  corresponding Weyl  group-
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invariant factoring of TV|(a)C. But by Lemma 2.2 there is no nontrivial

factoring of this nature. The last statement of the lemma follows from the fact

that L° is the direct product of the corresponding L^s.

Remarks. (1) The Koecher norm function of D (which is usually denoted

by TV in papers dealing with these domains) is the (n/l)th power of the

present TV (n = dim D, I = rank D). The present TV coincides with the norm

HN used in [4].

(2) TV can be easily computed in every specific case. For the domains of

square matrices and symmetric matrices it is the determinant. For the skew

symmetric matrix domains it is the Pfaffian; for the «-dimensional Lie sphere

it is S"= i z2. For the 27-dimensional exceptional domain realized in the space

of 3 X 3 Hermitian matrices over the Cayley numbers, it is the Freudenthal

determinant [6].

Let D continue to be a bounded symmetric domain of tube type. In the

following zt->z will denote complex conjugation on p~ with respect to the

real form n~, and grad will denote the gradient of a function on n~ with

respect to the inner product < , >„; in case of a holomorphic function grad will

be extended to p" by analyticity.

For all z E p~ such that TV(z) ̂Owe define r(z) by

r(z)= (gradTV(z))//V(z). (2.2)

Lemma 2.4. For all z E S, z = r(z).

Proof. By the last assertion of Lemma 2.3 it is enough to consider an

irreducible D. By the Cartan decomposition every z E S is of the form

Ad(l)Ad(h)E_A with I E L°, h = exp(S„eA tJHa) E exp b~, where ta E R.

Assume first that / is the identity, so z E (a~)c. Then by strong orthogonality

of A,

z = Ad(h)E_A = 2 e"°E-*

and since E_a En" [10, p. 282], z = 2a6A e~''«E_a. This shows that on

(a~)c D S the map z—>z coincides with the restriction of the map

2aSA LE-a ,~~> 2a(EA tulE-a of (a")c, which can also be written as

z-+(grada-TV(z))/TV(z).

Here grada is the gradient with respect to o~, extended by analyticity to

(o-)c.

Next we shall show that at every point z E a the gradient of TV relative to

a~ coincides with its gradient relative ton-. By Ad(L°)-equivariance and by

the fact that Ad(L°) acts by real linear transformations, this will complete the

proof of the lemma.
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Suppose first that ¿ = 2aeA£x£_a(4» ER) is a regular element. We claim

that the orbit of z under L° is orthogonal to a ~. In fact, the tangents of this

orbit at z are of the form [X, z] (X E I), so it suffices to show that

[X, E_a]±E_B for all a, ß E A. Using that vE_ß - - Eß [10, §6] we have

([X,E_a],E_B)p=([X,E_a],EB) = (X,[E_a,EB])

which is zero by strong orthogonality, and by the fact that [E_a, Ea] = — Ha

E ib~ c q. The tangents to the L°-orbit and the tangents to a- span the

tangent space at z in n" by a dimension count [7, Chapter VI, Lemma 3.6].

Since TV is constant on L° orbits, our statement about the gradient follows for

regular elements z. By continuity it is then true for all z E a".

Remarks. (1) Using the Cartan decomposition as above, it is easy to show

that on the tube domain Dc the map — r coincides with the symmetry of Dc at

iE_A. Since z'ß is totally geodesic in Dc, the restriction of r to iß is the

symmetry of iü at iE_A. It is in this context that r first appeared in the early

literature on tube domains.

(2) One can give another proof of Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 with the aid of

Jordan algebras. The subspace p~ has a natural Jordan algebra structure and

H. Resnikoff [13] has shown that S = exp in" with the exponential of the

Jordan algebra. Hence, it is clear that for z E S we have z = z~x (Jordan

algebra inverse). The fact that z~x equals l/TV(z) multiplied by a polynomial

in the Jordan algebra is proved on p. 76 of [4]. The fact that TV is irreducible

for irreducible D is Theorem 6.2 on p. 113 of [4].

Lemma 2.5. Let D be the product of the irreducible domains of tube type Dj

(j = 1,2,... ,p), and, for each j, let Nj be the polynomial of Lemma 2.3

corresponding to D-. If M is a polynomial on p_ such that \M(z)\ = 1 for all

z E S, then

p
M(z) = c^Nj(z)k' (2.3)

/-l

with \c\ = 1 and nonnegative integers kj (j = 1,2, ... ,p).

Proof. The proof is an argument due to Bochner [3]. By Lemma 2.4 we

have, for all z E S

1 = M(z)Mjz) = M(z)M*((grad TV(z))/TV(z))

where M* is the polynomial obtained from M by changing all the coefficients

of M to their complex conjugates. Multiplying by a suitable power of TV(z),

we have N(zfk = M(z)P(z) with some polynomial P. Since S is a set of

uniqueness for holomorphic functions, the above formula holds for all z E

p~. Using Lemma 2.3 to write TV(z) as a product of irreducible factors, the

lemma follows by unique factorization.
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Remark. For U" the polynomials (in fact, the entire functions) which have

modulus one on the Silov boundary were determined by Bojanic and Stoll [1].

In [3] Bochner gave a new proof of their result by a very general method

which he then used to determine the polynomials which have modulus one on

the Silov boundary of the domain oî n X n matrices. It is Theorem 3 of the

above paper of Bochner's which motivated the construction of TV and r in this

section.

3. Rational inner functions. In this section, D will denote a bounded

symmetric domain which is not necessarily of tube type. As pointed out in §2,

the compact group K acts transitively on the Silov boundary S of D, and S is

circular. Therefore, there exists on S a unique normalized /^-invariant

measure /x and the following formula of Bochner [2] holds for functions /:

5 -» C which are in L1 relative to the measure it:

jj(w)du.(w) = -L jf2"jj(eiew)dli(w) d9. (3.1)

Since D is convex [12, p. 371], and therefore star-shaped relative to the origin,

for every /: D —> C one can define for 0 < r < 1 a function fr: S -» C by

IÁW) = Krw). By using (3.1) it follows easily that for /E HX(D) (i.e.,

bounded and holomorphic in D), f*(w) = lim/r(w) exists for almost all

w E S, as r -» 1. An inner function on D is a bounded holomorphic function

on D such that |/*(w)| = 1 for almost every w E S. Since D and S are

circular, and D is star-shaped, for every /:/)-» C and every w E S, one can

define a function fw: U->C by/„(f) = /(fw) (U = Ux is the unit disc in C).

Let/be inner in D, then (3.1) and Fubini's theorem immediately yield that/w

is an inner function on U for almost every w E S. Another consequence of

(3.1) is that for/ E Hx(D),f* cannot vanish on a subset of positive measure

of S without / vanishing identically [17]. In other words, subsets of positive

measure of S are sets of uniqueness for H °°, and a fortiori for polynomials. An

immediate consequence of this is the following fact which will be used

repeatedly in the sequel: If F sé 0 is holomophic in a neighborhood of D,

then the intersection of its zero set with S is a closed subset of S whose

complement is dense and has full measure in S. It follows from this that

subsets of positive measure of S are sets of uniqueness for rational functions.

Another fact which we have to use several times is the following: Let/ and g

be holomorphic in some domain G, such that//g is holomorphic in G. If the

germs of / and g are coprime in the local ring of holomorphic functions at

every z E G, then g does not vanish anywhere in G. For a proof see p. 149 of

[8]. Finally, let / = P/ Q be a rational function on C in lowest terms (i.e., P

and Q coprime), then the degree of / is defined by deg/ = max{deg P,

degß}-
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Lemma 3.1. Let E c S be a compact uniqueness set for polynomials, and let f

be holomorphic in D.

(i) If, for every w E E,fw is rational of degree k and fw is continuous on U,

then there exist relatively prime polynomials P and Q on C, such that

f=P/Q,anddegf=k.
(ii) If, in addition, fw is inner for every w E E, then Q has no zero in D \J E,

and P(w) = M(w)Q(w) for w E E where M is a unique homogeneous

polynomial such that \M\ = 1 in E.

Proof. Assertion (i) is a special case of Theorem 5.2.2 of [14]. Assertion (ii)

is a modified version of Theorem 2.2 of [15]. To prove it note first that P and

Q being relatively prime, Q has no zero in D. Therefore, Qw cannot vanish

identically for any w E S and, therefore, for all w E E

/An = rAtyo.it) = M(w)sk-' n (f - «»y n o +^w)-
7=1 /-I

Here M and a, (1 < / < /) are complex-valued functions in E such that

\M(w)\ = 1 and |a,(w)| < 1. Since both sides have degree k, the numerators

and denominators must agree separately, after we make the normalization

Q(0) = 1. Now Q(w) = Qw(\) ¥= 0 for w E E, and we already know that

Q ¥= 0 on D. M(w) must agree for every w E E with the highest degree term

in the homogeneous expansion of P and, hence, there exists a unique

homogeneous polynomial (also denoted by M ) whose value at every w E Eis

M(w). Finally, set f = 1 to get

/ _

P(w) = Pw(\) = M(w) II (1 + clj(w)) = M(w)~Q(w)
f-l

for w E E.

Lemma 3.2. Iff E HX(D) and rational of degree k, thenfw is of degree kfor

all w in some dense open subset of S.

Proof. Let/ = P/Q in lowest terms. Then, as in the proof of Lemma 3.1,

fM) = EM)/QM) for all wES. Regarding PW(Ç) and Qw(0 as elements

of the polynomial ring C(w)[f ] (C(w) is the field of rational functions in C),

we cancel common factors and get fw(Ç) = Bw(^)/Qw(^). We can arrange

that Bw($), QW(Ç) E C[w][Ç], since by the Gauss lemma a factoring in C(w)[f ]

implies one in C[w][f ]. Now write

rAt)-Pi(*}t'+- ■ ■ +PoM,

QAt) = 9/W + • • • +9oW
wherep,(w) or q,(w) ^Oas elements of C[w]. The set £, = [w E S: p¡(w) or

q¡(w) =£ 0} is dense open by a previous remark. Let R(w) be the resultant of
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BW(Ç) and QK(Ç)- As an element of C[w], R(w) is nonzero, since Pw and Qw

have no common factor. Hence, E2 = {w E S: R(w) ^= 0} is dense open in

S, and so is E = Ex n E2. For fixed w E E we have deg/w(f ) = /, since

/"w(f ) and Ô„,(f) have no common factor by R(w) =£ 0. Notice that every/w

is continuous on U because it is bounded and rational. Therefore, by applying

Lemma 3.1 to some compact subset of positive measure of E, it follows that

deg/ = /, but we know that deg/ = k.

We can now state and prove our main result:

Theorem 3.3. Let f be a rational inner function on D.

(i) // D is of tube type, then

f(z) = M(z)Q*(r(z))/Q(z), (3.2)

where Q is a polynomial such that Q ¥= 0 on D, and r and M are given by (2.2)

and (2.3), respectively. If one normalizes Q by Q(0) = 1, then M and Q are

uniquely determined.

(ii) If D has no irreducible factor of tube type, then f is constant.

(iii) If D = Dx X D2 where Dx is of tube type and D2 has no irreducible

factor of tube type, then (with obvious notation)

f(zx,z2) = g(zx) (3.3)

with g rational and inner on £>,.

Proof. Let / = P/Q in lowest terms. Recall first that, for almost all

w E S,fw is inner, and that for w in a dense open subset of S, degfw = deg/,

by Lemma 3.2. Therefore, for w belonging to the intersection E of the above

two sets, fw is a finite Blaschke product of constant degree. Exhausting E by

an increasing sequence of compact sets and using Lemma 3.1, it follows that

P(w) = M(w)Q(w) for w E E, where M is a homogeneous polynomial

which has modulus one on E, and hence by continuity on S. We also have

Q =£ 0 on D u E.
In the case (i) by Lemma 1.4 we have for w E E, that

ßW - ß*i» = Q9((&*dN(w))/N(w))

and, therefore,

P(w) = M(w)Q*((grad N(w))/N(w)),

and the last equality holds everywhere in C where TV ̂ 0, because £ is a set

of uniqueness for polynomials. Now/ = P/Q, and M is of the form (2.3) by

Lemma 2.5. Since/ = P/Q is in lowest terms, Q is uniquely determined if we

normalize it by Q(0) = 1, and M is unique by Lemma 3.2.

To prove (ii) we first need the following result of Schmid [16]: Let D be a

bounded symmetric domain which has no irreducible factors of tube type,

and let / E L2(S). Then / is the boundary function of a function F in the
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Hardy space H2 of D if and only if / satisfies in the sense of distributions a

finite number of differential equations ZJ = 0, 1 < j < dim S, where the

Z/s are first-order differential operators, the so-called tangential Cauchy-Rie-

mann operators on S. Let now M be an inner function on D which is C ' on

D; we claim that M is constant. In fact, ZjM = 0 for all/, hence, for all/

0 = Zj\ = Zj(MM) = (ZjM)M+m(ZjM)

implies that Z}M = 0, i.e., ZjM = 0 for all/. The last equations imply (by the

obvious version of Schmid's theorem for antiholomorphic functions) that M

is antiholomorphic. Since M is both holomorphic and antiholomorphic, it is a

constant. This shows that the homogeneous polynomial M constructed at_the

beginning of the proof is constant c of absolute value one. Hence, B = cQ on

S. This implies, as above, that P is simultaneously holomorphic and anti-

holomorphic, and hence constant. Therefore, Q is constant, and so is / =

P/Q-
To prove (iii) we need the following facts from [9]. Recall that S = Sx X

S2. Let / be a bounded holomorphic function on D = Dx X D2, then (a)

there is a set E of full measure in 5, such that for wx E E

y (z2)= lim f(rwx,z2)       (0 < r < 1)
r—»1

exists uniformly for z2 in compact subsets of D2. This shows that f™' E

H°°(D2), hence, (fw>)* exists as an ¿«-function on S2. Further: (ß) for all

w, E E and almost all w2 E S2

tr y(w2) = /v., w2).

In the present case we apply this to our inner function/. From (ß) we see

that there is a set E0 c E, still of full measure, such that y< is inner for

wx E E0. Since/is rational, by (a) it follows that this/1"' is also rational, (y)

By part (ii) of this theorem f"' is constant. /w'(z2) = c(wx) for all z2 E D2,

and jc(>Vi){ = 1. Now fix any z2 E D2 and consider the //°°-function zf(zx)

= f(zx, zj) on Dx. Let wx E E0 and 0 < r < 1, then by (a), zf(rwx) -»/"'(z^

for /•-» 1. By (y) this value equals c(wx). In other words: (8) For almost all

h>, E S, (z/)*(w,) = c(wx). This means that the function as an element of

L0C(Sl) coincides with c; hence, (zf)* is independent of z2. Since for h E H°°,

h* determines h uniquely, this implies that zf is independent of z2, i.e.,

f(zx, z2) = g(zx) for some function g: Dx —> C. The function g is rational and

belongs to HX(DX), since/ is such on D. Further, g is inner, because by (8),

£*(*,) - (zf)*(wx) = c(wx) for wx E E0, and |c(w,)| = 1.   Q.E.D.

Remark. For rational inner functions on the domain Mn of n X n matrices

which are subjected to the further restriction that / is continuous on Mn, the

representation formula (3.2) was obtained in [18].
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Proposition 3.4. Let D be a bounded symmetric domain.

(i) If f is a continuous function on D such that f\D is inner on D, then f is

rational. Further, iff = P/Q in lowest terms, then Q(z) ¥= Ofor z E D.

(ii) Iff is a meromorphic function on a domain containing D and f\D is inner

on D, then f is rational.

Proof. The first part of the proof of (i) is an argument of Rudin [14, p.

112]. Since / is continuous on D, fw is inner and continuous on U for every

w E S and, therefore, a finite Blaschke product. The degree of fw equals the

index of the loop 9r->fw(exp 2iri6) in C — {0}. This is a continuous integer

valued function on the connected set S, and consequently constant. There-

fore, by Lemma 3.1, /= P/Q with coprime polynomials P and Q, and

Q(z) i= 0 for z E D u S. To see that Q does not vanish on D note that \/Q

is also holomorphic in D and continuous on D u S; therefore, by [9] it

extends continuously to D.

Remark. This result in conjunction with Lemma 2.5 immediately yields the

known fact [3] that entire inner functions are homogeneous polynomials.

To prove assertion (ii) we begin by recalling that D is convex and that,

therefore, every neighborhood of D contains a dilation (1 + e)D of D, where

e > 0 is sufficiently small. Hence, we may, and shall, assume that the domain

of/ is such a dilation D' = (1 + e)D of D. The domain D' is convex, too;

therefore, it is a domain of holomorphy and its second integral cohomology

group vanishes. Consequently,/ = g/h where g and h are holomorphic in D',

and the germs of / and g are relatively prime in the local ring of holomorphic

functions at every z E D'. Since / is holomorphic in D, it follows (by a

remark at the beginning of this section) that h does not vanish anywhere in D.

It follows as in the proof of Lemma 3.1 that for all w E S and all f £ U,

fA$) - 8w(H)/K(C)- Since gw and hw can be continued analytically into

(1 + s)U, it follows that/,, is the restriction of a meromorphic function for all

w £ S. By hypothesis /| D is inner and, therefore, there exists a subset S0 of S

which has full measure and such that for w E S0, fw is inner. Now it is

immediate that an inner function of one variable which is the restriction to U

of a function meromorphic in (1 + e)U is continuous on U, and hence

rational. Therefore, fw is rational for w E S0.

The truth of (ii) follows immediately from part (i) of Lemma 3.1 if we can

prove that the degree offw is constant almost everywhere on S. To prove that

deg fw is constant almost everywhere we need detailed information about the

Taylor series of rational functions of one variable which is due to Kronecker.

We state these results in the form best suited for the present purpose; their

proofs are on (or readily follow from) pp. 321-323 of [5].

Let (a,}°l0 be a sequence of complex numbers. For s, t E N (N = natural

numbers) define the Hankel determinants D' by
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*i+l

■*j+l ■*S + 2

D! =

vit

I. Let

c0 + C\t + + cj>

1 + b¿ + + b¿« = 2 *f *
A: = 0

(3.4)

where the rational function on the L.H.S. is in lowest terms. If t > q, then

DJ = 0 for all s > max{0,/> - t + 1}. Moreover, if q > 0, then Ds"~x j- 0 for

all í > max{0,/? — <¡r + 1}.

II. Conversely, let 2*=0 ak£k oe a complex formal power series. If there

exists a t £ N such that DJ = 0 for almost all (i.e., for all but finitely many)

5 £ N, then the above series is the Taylor series of a rational function regular

at the origin.

III. The quotient representation in lowest terms of a rational function

regular at the origin can be recovered from its Taylor series as follows (we use

the notation of (3.4)):

q = inf {t E N: DJ = 0 for almost all s E N}. (3.5)

With

one has

a = inf {s E N: /)/+, = 0 for all i E N} (3.6)

p < q + a — 1    whenever q — 1 + a > 0. (3.7)

If q = 0, then already 2£L0 a*f * is a polynomial, and if q = a = 0, then

ak = 0 for all k E N. If ç > 0, then the coefficients bx, . . . ,bq can be

determined uniquely from the q X q linear system

+     «o + iVi     +•••+     aa+q_xbx     +     a^„ =0

+     aa + 2bq_x     + +     a„+,A = 0

aa + q-\bq +

Finally, the numbers i^ defined for/ E N by

/

4=2 a*fy-*>       ¿>o = 1.

+     a0+29-i     =0.

(3.8)

(3.9)

are zero for/ > q + a,p = max{/ E [0, q + o - 1]: dj =£ 0}, and c, = dj for

0 < / < p.
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We can now continue with our proof. Let /(z) = S*=0 ak(z) be the

homogeneous expansion of /, where ak is a homogeneous polynomial of

degree k. This series converges absolutely and uniformly if z belongs to a

sufficiently small open ball B, centered at the origin. There exists a p > 0

such that for £ E pU, f w E B for every w E S. Hence for |f | < p and w E S

we have

oo

fAt)-f(M- 2fl*W.
fc = 0

and the series converges absolutely. By the uniqueness theorem of power

series it is the Taylor series of fw (and hence converges absolutely for f £ t/).

Denote by Dj(z) the Hankel determinants formed with the sequence

{ak(z)}kc=0, z EC; they depend polynomially on z. For s, t £ N define

subsets EJ of S as follows:

EJ = {w E S: Dj+i (w) = 0 for all /EN}.

These sets are (possibly empty) closed sets and EJ c EJ, if s < s'. Since fw is

rational for w E S0, by I we have that

U EJ D So,
J,(6N

and, therefore, at least one of the sets EJ has positive measure. Let

q = inf ( / E N: n(Ej ) > 0 for some sEN},   and

a = inf{s EN: /i(£«) > 0}.

On £"/ the polynomials D/+/ vanish for all i E N, and hence they vanish

identically. It follows that EJj = S, and hence by II that fw is rational for

every w E S. If q = o = 0, then by III, ak(w) = 0 for all w E S and all

iEN, and therefore / is identically zero. From here on we exclude the case

that both q and a are zero.

Let pw and qw denote the degrees of the numerator and denominator of /„,,

respectively, and define pw by

pw = inf {s E N: D/+|. (w) = 0 for all i £ N}.

We shall now prove that qw = q, and that pw < q + a — 1 for almost every

w E S. Note first that A?+/(w) = 0 for all i E N and all w E S because

E* = S. Therefore by I, qw < q for all w E S. If q = 0, then ?„ = 0 for all

w E S. For q > 0 we argue as follows: If çw < q, then

WE    U    EJ,
o</<?

j£N

and therefore, on the complement 5, of the above union we have qw = q. But
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for t < q the sets EJ have zero measure for all s £ N, so that Sx has full

measure. We now estimate pw. Note that pw < a for all w £ S, and that for

w E Sx, pw is equal to the number aw defined for fw by (3.6). Therefore for

w E Sx we conclude by (3.7) that^ < qw + aw - 1, and hence that

Pw< q + a-l,       wESx. (3.10)

Let w E Sx. From the linear system (3.9) we determine the coefficients bx,

b2, . . ., bq of the denominator of fw. Each bj" is the quotient of two

determinants whose entries are elements of the set [aa(w),

ac + i(w)y • • • > ao+2q-\(w)}- (Note that the denominator is always DJ¡~x(w),

and hence different from zero, by I.) It follows from this that bj" (1 < / < q)

is the value at w of a rational function bj which is uniquely determined

because subsets of positive measure of S are sets of uniqueness for rational

functions. We now form the functions c, defined for every j £ N by

j

Cj(2) " 2 ak(z)bj_k(z),       b0(z) = 1.

If w E Sx, then by III the Cy(w)'s for 0 < / < pw are the coefficients of the

numerator of fw, and c-(w) = 0 for/ > pw. It follows from (3.10) that c, is zero

on Sx for/ > q + a; therefore c, is identically zero for these indices. Define/?

by p = max{/ E [0, q + o — 1]: e, ^ 0}, and let S2 be the subset of full

measure of S on which cp(w) ^ 0. Then for wE^n S2,pw = p, and hence

deg/w = max{p, q) on the set of full measure Sx n S2.   Q.E.D.
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